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To: HOUSING AND SOCIAL WORK 
SERVlC ES COMMITTEE 

,. 

Subject: LAND SURPLUS TO OPERATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS : FORGEWOOD 
REGENERATION AREA 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Date: 24 OCTOBER 2007 Ref: MP/PH/AM 

From: HEAD OF HOUSING SERVICES 

1. Purpose of Report I Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to request committee approval to declare an area of land 
surplus to operational requirements of Housing and Social Work Services. 

2. Background 

2.1. 

2.2. 

2.3. 

2.4. 

In May 2006 Committee approved the demolition of 174 flats, including 7 private 
properties, in Forgewood, and the preparation of a bid for HERF to pay for the 
demolition; buy-back of 7 flats; and new build of around 20 units for rent. 

Following the successful HERF bid of €3.17m being approved by Communities 
Scotland, the re-housing process is progressing and the appointment of a demolition 
contractor has now taken place. 

In order to proceed with the sale and development of the resultant site for 
regeneration it is necessary to declare this ground surplus to operational 
requirements. 

The land referred to is identified in Appendix 1 (as a striped area) and extends to an 
area of 3.1 ha or thereby and is held on the Housing Revenue Account. 

3. Proposals I Considerations 

3.1. It is proposed that the site will be developed for new, low rise, housing for sale and 
rent by Forgewood Housing Co-operative 

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy Implications 

4.1. There are no financial implications arising from this report 
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5. Recommendation 

It is recommended that the Committee approve the proposal to declare surplus to 
operational requirements the area of land referred to in paragraph 2.4 and that the disposals 
are progressed in accordance with the Council’s policy on surplus land and buildings. 

n 

Monica Patterson 
Head of Housing Services 
17 September 2007 

For further information on this report please contact Alex Miller on telephone 01 236 81 2526. 




